Introducing the newest styles in the line of…

NEARLY ME Extra Lites

TM

Breast Forms
Now available in three different styles with the latest additions of the new #315 Oval
breast form and the new #335 Classic breast form.
Due to the success of the NEARLY ME EXTRA LITESTM #395 Semi-full Triangle, the popular line is being expanded
with two new extra lightweight breast forms. In addition to the #395 Semi-full Triangle, Nearly Me Technologies
will now offer the NEARLY ME EXTRA LITES™ #315 Oval and the NEARLY ME EXTRA LITES™ #335 Classic.
The new NEARLY ME EXTRA LITES™ #315 Oval is a symmetrical breast form with a semi-full front profile. The
back of the form is slightly concave with a flat edge to fit more comfortably against a flat
chest wall. Available sizes: 1-14.
New

NEW #315 Oval

New

As an asymmetrical breast form, the new NEARLY
ME EXTRA LITES™ #335 Classic breast form fits
only the right or left side individually. It has a full
front profile and a curved back contoured to fit
naturally and securely against the chest and rib cage.
Available sizes: 1-12.
NEW #335 Classic

The original style of NEARLY ME EXTRA LITESTM
breast forms, the #395 Semi-full Triangle is a symmetrical form to fit both the right and left sides. Like the #315
Oval, it has a semi-full front profile with a slightly concave back and a flat edge to fit more comfortably against a flat
chest wall. Available sizes: 1-16.
#395 Semi-full Triangle

Benefits:
 Made with "whipped silicone" making them 35% lighter in weight than
standard silicone.
 Extra lightweight to aid in balancing with the remaining natural breast.
 Lighter weight may also help reduce neck and back strain.
 Supple, highly resilient polyurethane film for a softer, more natural feel
and allows the form to easily conform to any bra cup.
 Comes in convenient storage box with optional cloth comfort cover.
 Available in 2 skin tones: Beige and Soft Sable.
 2 year warranty against manufacturing defects.

Soft Sable

Beige

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Call 800-887-3370 to place an order
or for more information.
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